W1/ W1i
The 2014 model W1i Tillett car seat is supplied either as you would buy a kart shell or with a moulded floor
mountable back frame. If bought as a shell it must have brackets made in order to fit it to various vehicles. A
Lightweight W1K handmade epoxy carbon Kevlar® version as well as the injected W1i GRP and W1i Carbon.
They can also be ordered with or without covering. A half covered example is ideal for open top cars. Although
normally covered in our kart race seat fabric there is also a Dinamica suede panel set option. Three seat belt
harness holes are included and with the new 2014 model you can also select “side mounts” rather than the
standard bottom mounting points. With the optional side mounts the EBF1, TBF1, TBF5, TB5 and TB FIA
brackets can be used.
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W1i
Seat to the left and below
is shown with the optional back
frame. The W1i with back frame
weighs 3.5 kg in carbon/GRP
and 3.6 in black GRP.
Seat above shows the W1i carbon/GRP shell
without the back frame. This weigh’s 1.88kg.
The carbon Kevlar® W1K is 1.2 kg.
The seat below is a fully covered W1i in black
with a custom logo.
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The optional back frame
support moulding has 4 M8
captive fitting points spaced
at 31.5 cm square.
The picture also shows
the optional TR1 runners.
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handle to back of crotch hole

